The main result of this paper is a construction of geometric Lorenz attractors (as axiomatically denned by J Guckenheimer) by means of an fl-explosion The unperturbed vector field on U 3 is assumed to have a hyperbolic fixed point, whose eigenvalues satisfy the inequalities A , > 0 , A 2 <0, A 3 <0 and |A 2 |> |A,|> |A 3 | Moreover, the unstable manifold of the fixed point is supposed to form a double loop Under some other natural assumptions a generic two-parameter family containing the unperturbed vector field contains geometric Lorenz attractors A possible application of this result is a method of proving the existence of geometric Lorenz attractors in concrete families of differential equations A detailed discussion of the method is in preparation and will be published as Part II 0 Introduction In this paper we attempt to establish rigorous methods for verifying the existence of geometric Lorenz attractors in concrete examples of differential equations By a geometric Lorenz attractor we mean an object satisfying the axioms of J Guckenheimer [4] Our method is based on a particular type of fl-explosion We start with a vector field in R 3 with a hyperbolic fixed point The eigenvalues of the linearization at this fixed point will be denoted by A,, A 2 and A 3 We assume that A 2 and A 3 are negative and A, > 0 and that they satisfy the following inequality |A 2 |>|A,|>|A 3 | (0 1) Therefore the unstable manifold of our point has dimension 1 and the stable manifold has dimension 2 The unstable manifold is assumed to be a part of the stable manifold, and as a result it forms a double loop (figure 1) (The reader should notice now that our vector fields are assumed to be symmetric with respect to the reflection through the eigendirection corresponding to the eigenvalue A 3 ) In the unperturbed system the fl-set contains the double loop of the unstable manifold It is a consequence of this assumption concerning the eigenvalues at the equilibrium t Supported in part by NSF grants DMS-8601978 and DMS-8701789
Introduction
In this paper we attempt to establish rigorous methods for verifying the existence of geometric Lorenz attractors in concrete examples of differential equations By a geometric Lorenz attractor we mean an object satisfying the axioms of J Guckenheimer [4] Our method is based on a particular type of fl-explosion We start with a vector field in R 3 with a hyperbolic fixed point The eigenvalues of the linearization at this fixed point will be denoted by A,, A 2 and A 3 We assume that A 2 and A 3 are negative and A, > 0 and that they satisfy the following inequality |A 2 |>|A,|>|A 3 | (0 1)
Therefore the unstable manifold of our point has dimension 1 and the stable manifold has dimension 2 The unstable manifold is assumed to be a part of the stable manifold, and as a result it forms a double loop (figure 1) (The reader should notice now that our vector fields are assumed to be symmetric with respect to the reflection through the eigendirection corresponding to the eigenvalue A 3 ) In the unperturbed system the fl-set contains the double loop of the unstable manifold It is a consequence of this assumption concerning the eigenvalues at the equilibrium 794 M R Rychhk FIGURE 1 that the double loop of the unstable manifold of the unperturbed system is stable Suppose now that our vector field is embedded in a two-parameter family of vector fields It proves that in a generic family there are perturbations of our initial flow leading to a creation of a geometnc Lorenz attractor Our idea is related to so called Sil'mkov bifurcation The inequality (0 1) distinguishes our assumptions from those of Sil'nikov He assumes that any positive eigenvalue is larger than the absolute value of any negative eigenvalue Under his assumptions concerning the eigenvalues one can obtain a suspension of the two-shift as the il-set of the perturbed flow However, one cannot obtain an attractor In this manner one obtains a system with transient chaos Almost every trajectory still can converge to a stable equilibrium On the other hand, if a system has a strange attractor then the trajectories from its basin of attraction are trapped in the vicinity of the attractor and almost every orbit is bound to exhibit chaotic behavior
The analysis of the creation of geometnc Lorenz attractors through an ft-explosion has two aspects geometric (how the attractors are created 9 ) and analytic (what computational tools allow one to verify the geometnc conditions 9 ) In Part I (the current paper) we explore the geometric aspects of the phenomenon described above With little difficulty we obtain a genencity result for two-parameter families with a Lorenz attractor (Theorem 1 2) In Part II (in preparation) we treat methods of verifying that a given family of vector fields has a Lorenz attractor At present Part II is more technically involved There is an analogy among diffeomorphisms of two-dimensional manifolds which describes the relationship between these two kinds of results Suppose that a diffeomorphism has a hyperbolic fixed point, whose unstable manifold coincides with the stable one It is easy to verify that a genenc perturbation of our diffeomorphism will have Smale's horseshoe But one has to have a tool like Melnikov function which can be used to prove that a given perturbation has a horseshoe Therefore we need to develop an analogue of Melnikov's method for our situation
As the work on this paper progressed, we had to introduce a substantial number of ideas from dynamical systems and differential equations As an offshoot we present a concise proof of a generalization of Sternberg's linearization theorem [20] , which serves us to derive the class of smoothness needed to linearize a vector field near a saddle point This work is based on an earlier paper of Roussane [14] and should be considered as an exposition of Sternberg Theorem
The methods we developed do not allow us to prove that there is a Lorenz attractor in Lorenz equations, which was our initial intention The reason is that there is no parameter set known for these equations for which our conditions are satisfied There is numerical evidence that such parameters should exist [18] Moreover, it should be possible to prove it with the assistance of a computer The computations needed would be confined to a small neighborhood of the unstable manifold This locality property makes it a most realistic method to verify the existence of Lorenz attractors in Lorenz equations for some values of parameters (r,o-,b)
The statement of the main results
The main object of interest in this paper is a class of vector fields on R 3 invariant under the involution (x,,x 2 ,x 3 )i-> ( -x , , -x 2 ) x 3 )
By H r we denote the class of all such vector fields of class C r The reader may assume that r = oo most of the time, though in several results it is essential that r is finite Let us distinguish an open subset W 0 <^'E r of all vector fields X satisfying the following set of conditions (Al) X(0) = 0, the eigenvalues of the linearization DX(0) denoted by A,, A 2 and A, are real, distinct and satisfy the inequalities A,>0, A 2 <0, A 3 <0 (A2) The x 3 -axis is the eigendirection of DX(0) corresponding to the eigenvalue A 3 (A3) The eigenvalues satisfy the following inequalities
The set of vector fields satisfying (Al) and (A2) only will be denoted by W' o Remark 1 1 The x 3 -axis is the set of the fixed points of the involution (11) It is easy to see that any X e H ' has to be tangent to this manifold Hence, the fact that DX(0) has the x 3 -axis as an eigendirection follows from conditions (Al) and (A2 where A, is C" and for every /j.e U and y e V (15) We studied sufficient conditions for (L n ) to hold, based on work of Sternberg [20] and Roussane [14] We give an account of their results in Appendix 1 tailored to our needs From Appendix 1 we derive this condition of lineanzabihty It will be clear from the sequel that all crucial properties of geometric Lorenz attractors introduced by Guckenheimer as axioms, like hyperbolicity and a structure of the Poincare section implying reducibihty to a one-dimensional system, are satisfied There is a need to consider families for which the lineanzabihty condition expressed in Theorem 1 1 is violated for /J. = /x 0 It means that there are low-order resonances between eigenvalues, I e there a r e /eZ+,2<|/|<fc -1, where k is given by Theorem 1 1 and / 6 {1, 2, 3} such that
The reason why this situation is interesting is the fact that integrable vector fields usually have resonant eigenvalues The property of integrability is very helpful in verifying all properties except lineanzabihty Therefore it seems to be reasonable to carry out the following construction which allows us to verify all properties but (L") at fx 0 and then it asserts that there is a point /x, close to fi 0 for which (L") holds The remaining conditions will be satisfied due to the openness of transversality We consider the set JH 0 = {IJL e L/|X M e W x ) Due to transversality, this is a submanifold It contains /u. o by definition Suppose that the transformation A M 0 ->U
is transversal to the resonant planes at ju. o , 1 e for every / e Z +, 2 s | /| < fc -1, i = 1, 2, 3 there is a vector h tangent to Ji 0 at fi 0 such that
Then it is easy to see that there is a point ^i { eM 0 for which the assumptions of Theorem 1 1 are satisfied and Theorem 2 2 applies to the family X M near /x,
The main example where we can verify that a system of differential equations leads to a semiflow which has a geometric Lorenz attractor is
This system is related to Lorenz equations In Appendix 2 we included a result showing that Lorenz equations are essentially equivalent to (1 10) with /3=0 In (1 10) we will consider a and /3 to be small parameters The number K IS another parameter, but it is not small The reader should think about it as a fixed number from (5,1) One can easily verify that if a = (S = 0 then the corresponding vector field satisfies conditions (Al), (A2) and (B1)-(B3) Indeed, the first two equations do not depend on z They form a hamiltoman system with the hamiltonian H(x, y) = \y 2 + \x* -\x 2 The level set of 0 is shaped like digit '8' and it is the unstable manifold of 0 (see figure 1 ) Combining this information with the simple form of the third equation, one can easily show that the stable and unstable manifolds of (1 12) in the unperturbed case look like in figure 2 It is apparent, though, that (A3) is violated, since A, = 1, A 2 = -1 and A 3 = -K In Part II we will show that (C2) is satisfied The reader should also notice that in § 3 (Lemma 3 1) we state a condition equivalent to (C2), but we defer the proof of equivalence to Part II The reason why condition (C2) is not easy to verify is the lack of a systematic development of higher order perturbation theory with emphasis on the geometric properties of the system Some rudiments of such theory are in [1] in the proof of Kupka-Smale Theorem In subsequent proofs useful perturbation techniques seem to have been abandoned It is a standard, two-dimensional exercise to show that by perturbing a and /} (while holding y = 0) we can obtain a system which satisfies (A1)-(A3) and (Bl)-(B3) (cf [2] ) Hence, (Cl) and (C2) are satisfied for our family with those perturbed parameters, and Theorem 1 2 applies It was observed in [21] that if the original Lorenz system has a geometric Lorenz attractor then one can obtain it by a local bifurcation similar to ours W"(0) FIGURE 2 2 Constructing the Poincare map Suppose that X^ is a family verifying (Cl), (C2) and {L") of § 1
In order to avoid some subscripting we will introduce coordinates x, y, z instead°f y\ •> yz a n d y-s from § 1 Hence, the family X^ in coordinates x, y, z is represented by a linear flow If g M is the family of local diffeomorphisms as in condition (L") then coordinates x,, x 2 , x 3 and x, y, z are related by the following equations
The corresponding vector field is
Without a loss of generality we can assume that g M are well defined in a neighborhood of the cube V, where / = [-1,1] We will construct a succession mapping between subsets of d/ 3 First we construct a succession map F from / x / x { l } to {-1, l } x / x / It is easy to see that in coordinates x, y, z, due to the linearity of the vector field, it is given by the formula
where the constants 77 and v have been derived from the eigenvalues i» = |A 2 |/A,, V>h , x (2 4) «' = |A 3 |/A, Both T) and v depend on p. This will not be reflected in our notation One can eliminate some discrete variables and simply write
which represents F, if one introduces coordinates x and y on 7 x / x { l } and y, z on dlxlxl One has to remember, though, that F takes values in { ± l } x / x / , depending on the sign of x Also, F is not defined along {0} x I x{l} We will assume that W(0) of X M intersects g M ( / x / x { l } ) transversally We do not lose any generality, since from (B2) it follows that W(0) is tangent to the x 3 -axis Therefore, by rescahng we can obtain this transversahty The tangency follows from a normal form argument and can be derived from Appendix 1 A priori we do not know whether W (0) intersects the top or the bottom of the cube I 3 One can assume that it is the top, since we can change vanables x 3 >->-x 3 The next step is to construct a succession mapping G+ from a neighborhood of (0,0,1) in dl 3 to 7 x / x { l } along the part of W"(0) outside of the set g M (/ 3 ) From our assumptions it follows that G+ is a C-representation We do not know anything else about that piece of the trajectory, but we still can write y,z), (2 6) where p is a C"-function of ft, q and r are C"" 1 -functions of fi, and f^isa C-function of y and z, but in general only C" 1 " 1 in the parameter \x We also require that^( 0 , 0 ) = ^( 0 , 0 ) = 0 ( 2 7 ) ay 9z There will be a symmetric mapping G_ defined on a neighborhood of (-1,0,0) with values in / x / x {-1} Again, intuitively clear, this lemma requires some facts from the transversahty theory and we will comment on that in Part II The reader can consider Lemma 3 1 as a technical definition of the transversahty in Theorem 1 2
Let us define two sets of parameters depending on a constant ceU
We will call M ± (c) scaling sets From now on we consider c fixed, but later on we will add some conditions that c has to satisfy For any /x e M ± (c) we define an affine map <f>{x, y) = (x, y), where
The map 4> will be called the scaling transformation
Proof The map T o maps the whole plane to the set {p+ tr\ t > 0}, I e a ray This ray is a part of the line y = 0 in the new coordinate system, so it is sufficient to find an expression for the first coordinate of f 0 We obtain 
\ay-i r i i a z -«*«™t(M + W) OiO)
From this we easily obtain l l^( F ( x , j))||<const |x|",
\\D%(F(x,y))\\< c o n s t , a s / > 2
We write down the composition formula (cf [1] , p 3)
The summation extends on 1 s i < m and all /? = (^,, , /3,)eZ' + such that Xj = i j3j = m It will be convenient to denote m = k +1 and write (3 13) where we used the following abbreviation e,=(l,0), e 2 = (0,1), efei = e, e, e 2 e 2 ( with norm < const e, cf Lemma 4 2) 4 The existence of a hyperbolic attractor for T This section of the paper deals with the problem of finding a strange attractor for T The structure of this attractor is analogous to the structure postulated in the paper of Guckenheimer [4] Throughout this section we will use the assumption that n > 2 and at the end we will even assume that n > 3 Let us reiterate the assumptions about T that will be used in this section Let<? = (-1,I) 2 and <?* = {(*, y)eQ x#0} Let T (?*->R 2 be a map of the form where a € (1,2) and e > 0 is sufficiently small (For simplicity of notation we omitted all tildes used m § 3 ) We will make the following assumptions on these parameters ce(l,2), vc>\ (4 4) We observe that from the point of view of dynamics T o can be considered a mapping of the interval [-1,1] into itself, since in the first iteration the whole plane collapses to the x-axis and then T o acts like *i-»±sgn (x)(l -c\x\") The behavior of this map outside [-1,1] is rather uninteresting If n = 2, it follows from our assumptions that T has an invariant foliation whose leaves of class C 1+y , y>0, are almost vertical and are being contracted by T We are going to show in this section that if n = 3 then one obtains a foliation of class C 1+y , y > 0 (I e a genuine smooth foliation, not just one whose leaves are smooth) The proof of this fact is based on an earlier work of Robinson (cf [12, 13] ) The smoothness of the foliation is crucial in the development of the ergodic theory of these attractors The first step is to find an invanant subbundle £*<= TU 2 \Q, for every (x,y)e Q we require that dim E s (x, y) = 1 and E s (x, y) is almost vertical It is natural to parameterize a bundle with the above properties by a function u Q-*U such that for any (x, y)eQ the vector (w(x, y), 
Let T = 4>~x o T ° (f> and let us write f(x, y) = f o (x, y) + H(x, y)

T(x,y)=T 0 (x,y) + H(x,y), (4 1) where
T 0 (x, y) = ±(sgn (x)(l -c\x\"), 0),(4 2
\\<p(x,y)-<p(x',y')\\ < \\<p(x, y)-<p(x',y)\\ + \\<p(x',y)-<p(x', y')\\
( 4 13 Proof By Leibnitz formula , y') are two points in Q* on the same side of the y-axis and that z is closer to the _y-axis than z' We can write {Hol y (<p) denotes the Holder constant of <p corresponding to the exponent y)
\w nz)<p(z)-u<> T(z'Mz')<\uo T(z)-u» T( (4 27)
We also have ||r( Z )-r(z')NDT(z")||||z-z'||, ( We notice that y+-)'(»'-l)>0, so the last inequality implies the lemma • By S8(p) we will denote a ball of radius p about the origin in a Banach space LEMMA 4 7 There is a constant p>0 such that the operator T is a continuously differentiate operator from 36{p)<^C y to C y and for every ueSft(p) we have
We apply Lemma 4 6 to obtain that bu° T and u°T are in C y (Q) and have norms , y > 0 , using n > 2 + y We leave this as an exercise to the reader and set out to show that for n = 3 our foliation is actually C 1+y , y> 0 (l e a genuinely smooth foliation, not just one whose leaves are smooth) We will achieve the goal by showing that the function u which is the fixed point of the transformation F is actually of class C Proof The operator ^u is an affine operator, and can be decomposed into a sum of a linear operator and a constant where $ " is given by the formula Basic existence theory for ordinary differential equations with Holder-continuous derivatives implies that a one-dimensional bundle E s of class C l+y is tangent to a foliation of the same class Obviously, this foliation is invariant under T and its fibers are contracted by T We will denote the maximal connected leaf of this foliation containing (x, y) by W"(x, y), by analogy with the stable manifold notation of the hyperbolic dynamics
The reduction process flow -» diffeomorphism -» mapping of the interval is near completion We are going to construct an interval map Let Q = {(x,y)eQ \x\ + Ke\y\<l} be a hexagon There is a well denned projection p Q-> (-1,1) onto the x-axis along the leaves of it follows that h is close to 1 Therefore, g is Holder, as well • Remark 4 1 Using the fact that the density of the invariant measure belongs to a certain functional space, one easily shows that the measure is unique in the class of probabilistic measures First one shows that the support of the measure is a finite union of segments Then one uses the fact that at least one of the segments has to contain a discontinuity As a consequence we obtain that the invariant measure is ergodic If in addition vc > V2 then for sufficiently small e the measure will be mixing COROLLARY 4 3 (I) The mapping T can be studied by means of the kneading theory (cf [5, 22, 11] ) Since our mapping is symmetric with respect to x*->-x, only one kneading invariant is needed to classify T topologically (n) C Robinson's paper [13] is devoted to the ergodic aspects of the theory of geometric Lorenz attractors The invariant measure for the quotient map by applying the result of Keller [8] can be found in Robinson's paper
We recall that in order to be amenable to our analysis, the family X M that we started with, should satisfy the hneanzability condition of class C 3 We conjecture (after Robinson) that the hneanzability assumption can be dropped A possible way to eliminate it is by applying the technique of normal forms, in a way similar to that of Leontovich [9] Exercise 4 1 Obtain an invariant measure for T, which projects down to the absolutely continuous invariant measure of S (cf Lemma 1 3 in [3] or a similar construction in [15] ) Exercise 4 2 Using a logarithmic bound on the return time to the Poincare section, construct an invariant measure for the flow which is finite and corresponds to the invariant measure of T via the special flow (suspension) construction
Appendix Al An extension of results of Sternberg and Roussane
Roussane [14] showed that two C°°-vector fields which have identical normal forms at 0, which is assumed to be an equilibrium point of saddle type, are C°°-equivalent in a neighborhood of 0 This theorem strengthens the results of Sternberg [20] concerning hneanzability Here we are going to derive a related result which applies Remark A2 1 It is clear that our result does not imply that there are geometric Lorenz attractors in the Lorenz system for some values of r, a and b The reader should also be aware that one can not bifurcate geometric Lorenz attractors near the segment of parameters re (-15, -3) , a = -1 , b = -2 in the way described in this paper The reason is, roughly speaking, that we are short of one parameter to prove transversahty of our family By adding another term in equations (Al 12) (and a new parameter /3) we achieved the following goal one can perturb the system without disrupting the double unstable manifold loop (figure 2) The loop becomes attractive and another perturbation can be applied to obtain a geometric Lorenz attractor
